WHAT’S ON- JUNE 2018
Wednesday 20 June
10.30 – 12.30

UAW Organising Committee meeting
2nd floor meeting room Ross House

Sunday 17 June –
Saturday 23 June

Refugee Week
Theme 2018: #WithRefugees
There will be a Refugee Film Festival and
other activities. Google them

Until 11 August

WE PROTEST!
City Gallery, Melbourne Town Hall
Terrific exhibition of posters, photos and
clippings from 1917 to 2018. Worth a visit.

Another refugee death on Manus
A Rohingya refugee was recently the third person to die on Manus in a year because, after
5 years in limbo and with severe health issues, the Australian Government refused to allow
him to come to Australia for specialist treatment. Minister Dutton referred inquiries to PNG
authorities, as though it was nothing to do with Australia. Shame!
The UAW has signed an urgent GetUp request to establish a Senate inquiry into the
provision of health care on Manus and Nauru.

Grandmothers respond to the ALP Draft Policy on Refugees.
The Grandmothers co-operated with Australian Refugee Action Network and, while they
agreed with and supported some policy statements, they take issue with others –
Specifically Chapter 9: A Fair Go for All.
‘Our over-riding comment is that children should not be detained’, and
Mandatory detention should be abolished and detention should only ever be used as a last
resort and (where it concerns families and minors) should not exceed 72 hours (the
UK standard)
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by Carmen Green

I rarely read “The Herald-Sun” but last week –Tuesday 23rd May- it was the only paper left in
my local coffee shop. About half way through the paper, I was astonished to read an article on
gender identification which said that based on a university study a local council was about to
ban a number of children’s books including “Thomas the Tank Engine” and “Winnie the Pooh
as well as the words “boy” and “girl”. As a former librarian I was also astonished and
disbelieving that the article could actually be true. Certainly the readers of the Herald- Sun
believed it because there were a number of outraged letters to the editor on the issue.
An article in the “Sunday Age” May 27th confirmed that I was right to be sceptical. In a great
article by Nick O’Malley titled “New Christian Soldiers marching as to where?” he confirmed
that none of this was right. He outlined that what really happened was that the City of
Melbourne commissioned the Australian National University to conduct some research on the
development of gender roles, bias and stereotypes in pre-school children. Further he said that
the research, unsurprisingly, said that if girls aren’t given toys such as Lego they may not
develop the skills that are necessary for careers and courses in science, engineering and
mathematics.
The report states that “girls” toys and “boys” toys stop children from developing all their skills.
We need all children –regardless of gender- to develop skills in mathematics and spatial
reasoning as well as emotional, communication and social skills. It is disappointing that in 2018
there is still a need to highlight this issue.
Melbourne City Council is to be congratulated for their initiative in asking the ANU to do a
literature review on the way that gender bias forms in young children. The request was part of
an initiative called “Building resilience through respectful and gender equitable relationships
pilot project.” The plan was to explore how to improve gender equality and reduce domestic
violence by intervening at a young age.
But even though The Herald-Sun’s reporting of this issue was factually incorrect, according to
Van Badham writing in “The Guardian” their reporting resulted in a press release authorised
by the spokespeople of Victoria’s Parliamentary Liberal Party claiming research released in
March from the ANU “was a scheme to ban books that use the words boy and girl”. Liberal
Party Shadow Ministers repeated the false claims.
Australian Conservatives’ Leader, Cory Bernardi, also had something to say. According to
O’Malley’s article, Bernardi said “this is about Marxist propaganda; it is about conditioning
kids into accepting or even experimenting with the same-sex attraction lifestyle”.
I totally agreed with Nick O’Malley ‘s further comment about this issue when he said that what
he found most surprising about the statements from the Christian right of the liberal Party and
Bernardi’s comments was how these same people overlooked the threats to children in
Australian religious institutions.
Cont. p3
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Not only do they not speak up on this issue, he says they “work even harder to expand the
reach of churches- predominately Christian churches- throughout primary and secondary
education, including through the public school system, where many parents choose to
educate their children free of religious indoctrination”. He points out that in the recent

Federal Budget $247 million was made available over 4 years to continue the National School
Chaplaincy Programme.
Last week in Parliament House, former deputy PM John Anderson delivered a speech to a
gathering of religious educators in Parliament House in which he said “We’re living in an age of
enormous cultural disharmony… There was a “battle in our culture” between a classic version
of freedom and the “latter day, politically correct version” and “they can’t both win.” (Sunday
Age 27/5/18, article by Michael Koziol “Battle for the righteous”).

Anderson and other conservative politicians are waiting expectantly for the findings of Philip
Ruddock’s review of religious freedom in Australia. This was set up to console Conservative
MPs furious about the passing of same sex marriage laws and wanting to protect the status
quo from assault by the left which they believe is winning the cultural laws with their secular
agenda. By this they mean human rights issues such as gay marriage, the safe schools
programme designed to address bullying of LGBTI students, the campaigns to change Australia
Day, abortion law reform and what conservatives see as attacks on religious freedom and
conservative patriarchy.
I’d like to be able to agree that the left is winning the fight for human rights for all not just in
Australia but in other countries. However the rise of Trump in the US shows how hard fought
for gains can be overturned by populist politicians on the right. He is successfully curbing
abortion rights in the US. In Australia, as pointed out in Kozial’s article, our recent federal
budget cut $84 million from the ABC yet granted $50 million for a commemoration of Captain
Cook’s landing.

On the positive side however, women all around the world would have been overjoyed at
Ireland’s landslide victory for the right to abortion as 66% voted “yes”. Interestingly antiabortion campaigners actively discouraged the Churches’ participation in the campaign
preferring to emphasis moral values and human rights rather than religion. Newspaper articles
have commented that this is another example of the loss of credibility for the Catholic Church
in Ireland. It’s another triumph, however, for Ireland’s progressive people who in the last 3
years have elected a gay man as Prime Minister, have voted in another referendum for gay
marriage and now overwhelmingly supported an end to one of the world’s most restrictive
abortion bans.

Clearly the UAW is on the progressive side of history on all these cultural issues and we must
continue in whatever way we can to speak up for human rights for all Australians. More than
ever before, we need the ABC and access to quality newspapers as a check on the alarmist and
misleading coverage of events in the conservative media.
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Anne Sgro

It seems that, as Australians, we are increasingly defining ourselves through armaments and
militarization. With commemoration of various aspects of WW1 – which was a disaster for
ordinary people, sowed the seeds of WW2 and went a long way to creating the uncertainties
and chaos of present-day Middle East – the official focus has been on the significance of war in
developing our ‘national character’, whatever that means.
Now we have BAE Systems, one of the biggest arms manufacturers in the world, sponsoring
the Australian War Memorial. It is bizarre – accepting money from a company that only exists
to make profits from ongoing conflicts.
The Federal Budget includes a $3.8billion loan scheme to help Australia get into the top ten of
arms manufacturers in the world. The UAW has already written to both the Prime Minister
and Minister for Defence Industry to protest this decision (see March Newsletter).
We have Malcolm Turnbull reiterating that we are “very, very staunch allies” of the United
States in the global war to defeat terrorism. Opposition Leader, Bill Shorten seems to agree.
We have huge numbers of American soldiers stationed in Darwin. Will we send more
Australian troops to Afghanistan should America so request? There are still 800 Australian
troops in Iraq. When will they return home? The navy has been involved in the Gulf for 25
years now. How much longer? There is confected outrage that China may dock naval vessels in
the port that it is helping construct in Vanuatu and concerns that China is increasing its
influence in the region. The Chinese are probably right to be getting edgey about American
military presence in the Pacific. And what do we know about Australian military involvement
with the US in Mindanao in the Phillipines?
While we are ramping up the rhetoric and spending for defence, overseas aid is being
relentlessly cut – by 30 percent over the past five years. Australia has now fallen to 19th out of
the 29 countries that give overseas aid. The $3.8billion loan scheme amount for armaments
production is about the same as the annual amount allocated for foreign aid (Marc Purcell,
Australian Council for International Development, Age 8.5.18). As he asks, “…in a region where
we want to promote “peace and prosperity”, do we want more guns?’ or do we need to help
people get access to clean water, sanitation, health programs and education? It is notable that
the cuts to aid will disproportionately affect women and children. Australia should be
increasing out foreign aid, not cutting it. As IPAN points out, ‘In relation to Australia, our aid
program is at the lowest percentage of GDP ever– increasing aid to our neighbours and areas
devastated by conflict will do more to build our security than arms and ‘defence’
spending’.(Media release 2.5.18). Haven’t we learnt that poverty, inequality and injustice are
breeding grounds for the discontent and terrorism that we are supposedly so keen to combat?
There is a pitiful level of public debate about foreign and defence policy in Australia. We need
discussion on the role of the military, we need decisions about war to be debated by
Parliament not decided by the Prime Minister so that, as IPAN states, ‘ the situation that
occurred when the government committed troops to an illegal war in Iraq, against the wishes
of the Australian people’ can be prevented
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Federal Budget 2018 what is being offered for women (and what is not): a gender
analysis.
Cath Morrison
Treasurer Morrison made no reference to women in his Budget Speech according to Bianca
Hartge-Hazelman writing in Financy. She noted that Opposition Leader Bill Shorten referred to
women a number of times in his Budget Reply speech where he emphasised the inequality for
women of the Government’s tax plan: ... at a time of flat wages, growing inequality and a
greater sense of unfairness in this community. When too many jobseekers are stuck in poverty,
when children go to school hungry, when women fleeing family violence can’t find safe
accommodation… …people are worried this plan is neither fair or affordable. Shorten also
promised to do more to narrow the gap in gender pay disparity, although he did not commit
any future funding to how this would happen. Speaking in Parliament, Shorten also promised:
“We will get enterprise bargaining off life support and employees and employers back to the
negotiating table, for more productive work places, more profitable enterprises and higher
wages, and we will lead a new push to deliver genuine pay equity for Australia’s working
women,” he said.
Kelly O’Dwyer, Minister for Women’s Women's Budget 2018-19 webpage said that she would
deliver a Women’s Economic Security Statement in Spring 2018 (presumably in time for the
Federal Election) whilst highlighting the following Budget measures for women:





An additional $11.5 million for the national sexual assault, domestic and family
violence counselling service 1800RESPECT over two years.
$6.7 million to maintain funding for DV-alert to continue its domestic violence
response training for community frontline workers.
$14.2 million over four years for the Office of the eSafety Commissioner to help make
cyberspace safe for women.
$22 million over five years to address abuse of older Australians, which affects up to
20 per cent of elderly women.

These are welcome initiatives but do not address women’s economic disadvantage as
promised.
Labor presented its 5th Womens Budget Statement after the Budget- the Liberals abolished
theirs in 2014 under Abbott. Bianca Hartge-Hazelman writing in Financy summarised what has
been promised for women in Labor’s Women’s Budget Statement and Budget reply as putting
the economic disadvantage of women on the national political agenda and she also
highlighted the following specfics: The negative gearing changes promised by Labor will
benefit women more. Labor says that the current tax concessions disproportionately benefit
wealthy men, who make up the majority of high income earners. Men claimed $2.7 billion
more in negative gearing deductions than women in 2015-16. In that year, 115,000 more men
than women benefited from the current negative gearing arrangements. Labor has promised
to abolish Australia’s unfair Goods and Services Tax (GST) on tampons and sanitary pads...To
offset the loss of revenue to the states, GST will be applied consistently to 12 natural therapies
that are sometimes GST free, such as iridology and aromatherapy. Labor has committed to
include 10 days paid domestic violence leave in the National Employment Standards.
Shorten also promised to cover all up-front fees of 100,000 TAFE places, if elected, in high
priority sectors. He then added that Labor expects that at least half of these opportunities
would go to women. Labor has pledged to restore Sunday penalty rates and lead a new push
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to deliver pay equity for Australian women. Women are disproportionately impacted by cuts
to penalty rates as they are more likely to work in affected industries, part-time, be employed
under an award and work weekends.
MAJOR ISSUES FOR WOMEN IGNORED IN THE BUDGET DEBATE
WEL’s Emma Davidson said that while some Federal Budget initiatives were of some help to
women (endometriosis awareness for GP’s; programs to increase bulk billing rates in regional
and rural areas; mental health support for survivors of suicide for example) a number of
Budget initiatives negatively and unduly affected women and increased women’s
homelessness and inequality generally.


Davidson referred to flattening the tax structure which will provide much greater
savings to people earning $200,000 a year than to those earning $20,000 per year. As
women are overrepresented at the bottom end of the income scale, this means it benefits
men far more than women, and will likely widen the inequality gap.
 Women surviving on welfare will get no help at all from flattening the tax structure, as
they aren't even earning enough to pay tax...
 Compulsory deductions from Centrelink payments to repay State government fines
and debts (eg parking or toll road fines) means more women are likely to end up homeless
because there isn't enough left to pay the rent.
 People on Disability Support Pensions who are imprisoned for between 13 weeks and
2 years will now have their payment cancelled and have to reapply for the pension on
their release, whereas before they could have their payments suspended and then restart
the payments on release. This will likely increase homelessness as they wil be stuck on
Newstart despite being unable to work due to their health.
 The new longer waiting period (up from 2 to 4 years) for much Federal assistance to
migrants will disproportionately impact upon women who have child care and other caring
responsibilities.
According to WEL, in a post by Amanda Keeling on May 9, 2018, the Budget and the Reply left
out some very important issues. ....one of which is that specialist women's refuges are
underfunded, as a result, many women trying to escape domestic violence have nowhere to
go. This Budget was an opportunity to provide refuges with funding certainty and reduce the
number of women and children living with violence. But there was nothing for those housing
services in the Budget, and more women's lives are at risk as a result of government inaction.
General homelessness and affordable housing was another neglected issue. National Shelter,
a housing policy peak body, sees this Budget as a lost opportunity. "This budget shows a lack
of long term commitment to affordable housing," said National Shelter CEO Adrian Pisarski.
Provision of much more social housing is an urgent need and priority should be given to the
thousands of homeless and couch surfing women across Australia in housing support.
Both the Federal Government and the Opposition need to give priority to these issues and
the Government must bring back the Women’s Budget Statement and provide a gender
impact analysis to enable women to have an informed opinion.
For a more comprehensive analysis of the impact on women of the 2018 Budget go to NFAW’s
Gender Lens at https://www.nfaw.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/FINAL-Gender-Lens2017.pdf
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#MeToo Campaign
We have received the following response to our report on a discussion about Australia’s
#MeToo. It’s from Carolyn Worth AM, Manager of the South Eastern Centre Against Sexual
Assault and Family Violence.
Hi Women,
I was sent the UAW May Newsletter and asked to read the article on #MeToo… There are 3
options for anonymously reporting sexual assault and sexual harassment in Australia. The
police in Queensland and New South Wales have anonymous on line reporting. South Eastern
CASA has SARA which is a mobile friendly website for anonymously reporting sexual assault
and sexual harassment. It receives around a report a day and has been in existence for the past
5 years. I would not like women to think that there are no options at all except the union.
Carolyn can be contacted for any further information at 9928 8741 and 0414 538 275.
UAW supports Open Letter to Female Members of Parliament and Senators
The UAW, as a member of the national organisation ERA (Equality Rights Alliance), has signed
on to an Open Letter from co-member Harmony Alliance urging female parliamentarians and
senators to oppose Social Services Legislation Amendment (Encouraging Self-Sufficiency for
Newly Arrived Migrants) Bill 2018.
 The Bill increases existing waiting periods for migrants to claim certain social security
payments and obtain concession cards, increasing the waiting period from 2 to 3
years.
 It introduces a new waiting period of 3 years for family tax benefit, parenting
payment, carer allowance, bereavement allowance and widow allowance, and
 Introduces a waiting period of 3 years for parental leave pay and dad and partner pay.
Apart from the mean-spirited and cruel intentions behind these proposed changes under the
guise of self-sufficiency, they have a gendered impact – these payments include those most
frequently claimed by women, including many of the most vulnerable women in Australia.
The letter concludes:
Migrants are the people that Australia has chosen to welcome. They have been through
rigorous and arduous application processes. These proposed changes will not encourage selfsufficiency, but instead risk disenfranchising a generation of future Australians.
UAW Donations
At the May meeting of the Organising Committee donations were made to the following
organisations in support of their campaigns and work:
GetUp
ICAN (International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons
IPAN (The Independent and Peaceful Australia Network)
In December we donated to the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre, and in March to Safe Steps –
in support of survivors of family violence.
UAW co-signs Pax Christi Victoria letter to Foreign Minister Julie Bishop
The letter suggests that Australia should announce its intention to start engaging with the
Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons, including making a commitment to attend
future meetings. It urges the Australian Government to..work constructively towards the
common goal of a world without nuclear weapons.
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